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Abstract. A dynamic model of swing system of bridge-type ship unloader is established by considering the
elastic factor of wire rope in this paper. Based on this model, an improved Negative Zero Vibration (NZV) shaper
with optimal control parameters of variable rope length system is proposed to restrain the swing of grab. Then
the control effects, inﬂuence of elasticity factor and parameter sensitivities are analyzed based on numerical
simulation. The results show that the proposed control strategy can reduce the working cycle time of the grab
ship unloader about 11% when considering the elastic factor of the wire rope, and the grab’s maximum residual
swing angle decreases by 67% when discharging at full load, and decreases by 79% when taking the cargos at
empty load. This implies that the improved NZV control method provides better swing angle control
performance and shorter operation time compared with the Zero Vibration (ZV) and Zero Vibration and
Derivative (ZVD) methods. Moreover, elastic rope model can improve the swing angle control effect of grab
based on the proposed control strategy compared with rigid rope model. The parameter sensitivity analysis
displays that the grab’s maximum residual swing angle by using the improved NZV method is sensitive to the
change of the grab’s center of gravity, and this angle is more sensitive to the wire rope diameter deviation
compared with the elastic modulus deviation.
Keywords: Grab ship unloader / elastic wire rope model / negative zero vibration / anti-swing control

1 Introduction
The hoisting swing of crane will seriously affect its
efﬁciency and even induce safety problems. As an openloop control method, input shaping technology has been
widely studied and applied in the swing control of crane, as
it does not need feedback sensors and is faster to suppress
oscillation than anything possible with feedback control [1].
The classical input shaper is the Zero Vibration (ZV)
shaper that was initially proposed in the 1950’s [2]. When
the frequency and damping ratio of the dynamic system
remain unchanged, it can effectively suppress residual
vibration of the system. Nevertheless, the typical ZV
shaper is less robust to modeling errors and is not suitable
for the system with changeable frequency and damping
ratio. For this, some robustness methods such as Zero
Vibration and Derivative (ZVD) shaper [3], ExtraInsensitive (EI) shapers [4] and Speciﬁed-Insensitivity
(SI) shaper [5] were proposed. Unfortunately, robust
* e-mail: zhouyong@whut.edu.cn

shapers usually extend the tuning time of the system,
which reduces the system response speed [6–8]. For
example, the vibration period of the ZVD shaper is half
longer than that of the ZV shaper, which has a little effect
on most high-frequency systems. However, increasing the
oscillation period by half will seriously affect the
transportation efﬁciency for crane equipment which
usually works with large rope lengths. In order to speed
up the response time, the input shapers with negative
impulses are also be studied [9]. The disadvantage of
the negative impulse shaper is that it may lead to a
reduction in robustness costs and may excite highfrequency modes [10–12].
Since the input shaping technology relies on the system
model, the dynamic model of the swing system is very
important for the crane. For the research of input shaping
technology on bridge type crane, the single pendulum
model is the simplest and most widely used model. For
example, Singer et al. [13] proposed a ﬁxed-period shaper to
reduce residual oscillation of gantry crane by establishing a
crane single pendulum model. Singhose et al. [14,15]
evaluated various types of input shapers that are compared
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with time-optimal rigid body commands over a large
parameter rang for the gantry cranes that were simpliﬁed
by single pendulum models. Hong et al. [16] studied an
improved command shaper to reduce residual oscillations
of the load that was treated as a single pendulum during the
operation of the crane trolley. Sorensen et al. [17] proposed
a control method to achieve precise positioning of a crane
load using single pendulum model, in which an input shaper
was used to reduce the motion-induced swing, and a
feedback control was adopted for location and disturbance
suppression. Stergiopoulos and Tzes [18] proposed an
adaptive input shaper to suppress the oscillation of the
payload that was simpliﬁed by a single pendulum model on
an overhead crane. Garrido et al. [19] used the online twodimensional inclinometer to measure swing angle and
calculated input impulse trains online in terms of single
pendulum model to realize the anti-sway control of the
overhead crane. Ngo et al. [20] studied the combination
method of bang/off-bang control scheme and input shaping
for container cranes. Veciana et al. [21–23] used the pulse
convolution multiplied by a negative exponent time
function to deﬁne the motion proﬁles considering damping
and proposed a design method of command input to reduce
the residual vibration of the crane single pendulum model
under non-zero initial state. Zhou et al. [24] proposed an
improved ZV method to control the payload swing of grab
ship unloader considering single pendulum model with
variable rope length. Arabasi and Masoud [25] investigated
a new input shaper applied to overhead crane, which
involved simultaneous lifting and moving operations.
Maghsoudi et al. [26] proposed an improved input shaping
method to effectively control the swing of a nonlinear
model with friction for overhead crane, in which a particle
swarm optimization algorithm was used. Abdullahi et al.
[27] adopted a new command shaping technology based on
online adaptive output to effectively reduce the payload
sway of an overhead crane considering the inﬂuence of
payload hoisting and wind disturbance. Ramli et al. [28]
proposed an improved input shaper to minimize the swing
of the overhead crane payload, in which the payload
hoisting and payload mass variations were considered.
In order to improve control precision, some researchers
have also developed the input shaping schemes based on
the crane’s double pendulum model. For example, Singhose
et al. [29–31] established a double pendulum model of an
overhead crane and proposed a new input shaper to
suppress the multi-mode oscillations. Vaughan et al. [32]
presented a command generation scheme based doublependulum dynamics to suppress the oscillatory with
robustness to frequency changes for tower crane. Masoud
et al. [33–35] developed a hybrid input shaping method
based on the double-pendulum dynamic model to generate
acceleration commands to control operation and swing of
overhead crane.
However, the elasticity of wire ropes was often ignored
in existing crane models which may cause the model to
deviate from the actual system, thereby affecting the
control accuracy. Therefore, this paper studies the
dynamics of swing system of bridge-type ship unloader
by considering the elastic factor of wire rope, and an
improved Negative Zero Vibration (NZV) input shaper for

Fig. 1. 3D model of a grab ship unloader.

optimal control parameters of variable rope length system
is proposed to suppress the payload’s swing. In addition,
the virtual prototype of grab ship unloader is also built to
study the swing angle control.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
establishes a dynamic model of trolley-grab system for the
grab ship unloader, where the elastic factor of wire rope is
considered. An improved NZV input shaper is proposed in
Section 3. Section 4 presents the numerical simulation
results. The last section puts forward the conclusions of this
paper and future research prospects.

2 Dynamic model of the trolley-grab system
considering the elasticity of the wire rope
Figure 1 shows a 3D model of a grab ship unloader. The
dynamic model of crane’s trolley-payload system is usually
simpliﬁed as a simple pendulum model or a more elaborate
double pendulum model. However, in these models the
drum of lifting mechanism was simpliﬁed as a hanging
point of the trolley, in which the radius of the ﬁxed pulley
was ignored. At the same time, the wire rope was treated as
a rigid rope, and the inﬂuence of the elastic factor on the
swing angle of payload was also neglected.
In this paper, the dynamic model of trolley-grab system
of grab ship unloader is formulated, in which the elasticity
of wire rope is considered. Firstly, this paper makes
following assumptions:
– Considering the elastic factor of the wire rope, it is
assumed that the wire rope extends in a manner which
complies approximately with Hookes Law, i.e. stress is
proportional to strain, then it can be obtained that the
stiffness coefﬁcient of wire rope k is a constant about the
Elastic Modulus of wire rope material E, the crosssectional area of wire rope A, and the wire rope length of
winding system L (k =EA/L).
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between the trolley and the rail; F is driving force of trolley
at horizontal direction; g is the gravity acceleration.
The model in Figure 2, has four generalized coordinates,
namely the displacement of the trolley x, the angular
displacement of ﬁxed pulley ’hd, the amplitude of the grab
along the direction of lifting rope h, and the grab swing
angle u. If the initial length of the hoisting rope is l0, the
rope length can be obtained according to the geometric
relationship:
l ¼ l0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ Dh

ð1Þ

in which, Dh is the elongation of hoisting rope when the
system is in the initial static equilibrium state. That is
expressed in formula by
Dh ¼ mg g=k1

Fig. 2. Dynamic model of trolley-grab system with elastic wire
rope.

– The lifting drum is simpliﬁed as a ﬁxed pulley with a
radius connected to the center of gravity of the trolley.
– Ignoring the friction between the wire rope and the ﬁxed
pulley, and excluding the inﬂuence of the wind and air
damping.
– Taking the grab as a mass point and ignoring the quality
of the wire rope.
– The trolley and the grab move on the same plane.
The center of gravity of the trolley is taken as Ot (xt, yt),
then the inertial coordinate system can be established as
Ot-XY. The dynamic model of the trolley-grab swing
system with the elastic wire rope is also obtained as shown
in Figure 2, in which, Og(xg, yg) is the center of gravity for
the grab; mt is the quality of the trolley; mg is the quality of
the grab; u is the angle between the wire rope and the
vertical direction; k1 is the stiffness coefﬁcient of the lifting
rope; b1 is the damping coefﬁcient of the lifting rope; l is the
length of the hoisting rope for a certain moment; h is the
amplitude of the grab along the direction of lifting rope due
to the rope elasticity; Mhd, Jhd, ’hd, and rhd are driving
torque, moment of inertia, angular displacement and
radius of ﬁxed pulley (drum) respectively; f is friction

Then the position coordinates of the trolley and the
grab are:
8
xt ¼ x
>
>
>
<y ¼ 0
t
>
x
g ¼ x  rhd cos u þ ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ sin u
>
>
:
yg ¼ rhd sin u  ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ cos u
ð3Þ
The velocity components of the trolley and the grab are:
See equation (4) below.
Let Vt be the trolley’s velocity, and Vg be the grab’s
velocity, then the system’s kinetic energy is:
1
1
1
T ¼ mt V 2t þ mg V 2g þ J hd ’_ 2hd
2
2
2
(

V t ¼ x_ t
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V g ¼ x_ 2g þ y_ 2g

0

ð6Þ

Substituting equation (4) and equation (6) into
equation (5) results in
See equation (7) below.

_ sin u þ ðl0  rhd ’  rhd u þ h þ DhÞu_ cos u
x_ g ¼ x_  ðrhd ’_ hd  hÞ
>
hd
>
>
>
: y_ ¼ ðr ’_  hÞ
_ cos u þ ðl  r ’ r u þ h þ DhÞ_
u_ sin u
hd hd

ð5Þ

In equation (5),

8
x_ t ¼ x_
>
>
>
>
< y_ ¼ 0
t
g

ð2Þ

hd hd

ð4Þ

hd

1
1
_ 2
T ¼ ðmt þ mg Þx_ 2 þ mg ðrhd ’_ hd  hÞ
2
2
1
2
_ sin u
_ hd ’_ hd  hÞ
þ mg ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ2 u_  mg xðr
2
_ 0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ cos u þ 1 J hd ’_ 2
þmg x_ uðl
2

ð7Þ
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Taking Ot height as the zero potential energy level, one
can get the system potential energy as follows
1
V ¼ mg gyg þ k1 ðh þ DhÞ2
2

ð8Þ

Substituting yg in equation (3) into equation (8), one
can get
V ¼ mg grhd sin u  mg gðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞcos u
1
þ k1 ðh þ DhÞ2
ð9Þ
2
The dissipation energy of the system is
1
1
2
G ¼ b1 h_ þ bhd ’_ 2hd
2
2

ð10Þ

in which, bhd is the damping coefﬁcient of the lifting drum.
According to the Lagrange’s equation, the following
system dynamic equation can be obtained
 
d ∂L
∂L ∂G
þ
¼ Qk
ð11Þ

dt ∂_q k
∂qk ∂_q k
in which L = T–V, i.e. Lagrange function; qk (k = 1,2,3,4) is
the generalized coordinate, while q1 = x, q2 = ’hd, q3 = h,
and q4 = u; and Qk is the generalized force in the direction of
generalized coordinate, while Q1 = F–f, Q2 = M, Q3 = 0,
and Q4 = 0. Thus, the differential equation of motion of the
system can be obtained by
See equation (12) below.
Since the velocity of the trolley x_ and the angular
velocity of the lifting drum ’_ hd are known in the actual
control system, they can be used as input parameters, and
€ and the angular
the acceleration of the trolley x
€ hd can be obtained by x_
acceleration of the lifting drum ’
and ’_ hd respectively. Then the swing angle u can be
obtained by the following coupling equations:
See equation (13) below.

If the equation (12) does not consider the elasticity
factor of the wire rope and the radius of the lifting drum, it
is consistent with the motion differential equation of
undamped system of existing single pendulum model.

3 Improved NZV input shaper
For a second-order harmonic oscillation system, if its
natural frequency is v and damping ratio is z, then the
constraint of residual vibration amplitude can be expressed
as the ratio of the residual vibration amplitude of the
system response with shaping input to that without
shaping input, namely [5]
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð14Þ
V ðvn ; zÞ ¼ ezvn tn ½Cðvn ; zÞ2 þ ½Sðvn ; zÞ2
where,
Cðvn ; zÞ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  z2 ti Þ

ð15Þ

n
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
Ai ezvn ti sin ðvn 1  z2 ti Þ

ð16Þ

n
X

Ai ezvn ti cos ðvn

i¼1

Sðvn ; zÞ ¼

i¼1

in which Ai and ti are the amplitudes and time locations of
the impulses, respectively, and n is the number of impulses.
The NZV shaper is to add a negative pulse to the ZV
shaper containing only two positive pulses. Compared with
the ZV shaper, the NZV shaper parameters need to be
satisﬁed by the following constraint equations [10]
8
V ðv; zÞ ¼ 0
>
>
>
>X
3
>
>
>
>
Ai ¼ 1
>
<
i¼1

>
t1 ¼ 0
>
>


>
>


k
>
> X

>
>
:  Ai  ¼ P ðP ≥ 1; k ¼ 1; 2Þ
i¼1

8
_ cos u
€ sin u  mg uð2r
_ hd ’_ hd þ rhd u_  2hÞ
€ hd  hÞ
ðmt þ mg Þ€
x  mg ðrhd ’
>
>
>
>
2
>
>
€
_
>
> þmg uðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ cos u  mg u ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ sin u ¼ F
>
>
>
>
€ þ mg rhd u_ 2 ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ
>
€ hd  hÞ
< mg rhd ðrhd ’
€ hd ¼ M hd
€ sin u þ mg grhd cos u þ bhd ’_ hd þ J hd ’
mg rhd x
>
>
>
2
>
€
_
>
€
>
> mg ðrhd ’ hd  hÞ  mg u ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ
>
>
>
€ sin u  mg g cos u þ k1 ðh þ DhÞ þ b1 h_ ¼ 0
> þmg x
>
>
:€
_ þx
_ hd ’_ hd þ rhd u_  2hÞ
€ cos u þ g sin u ¼ 0
uðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ  uð2r

8
€  mg u_ 2 ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ
>
€ hd  hÞ
>
< mg ðrhd ’
€ sin u  mg g cos u þ k1 ðh þ DhÞ þ b1 h_ ¼ 0
þmg x
>
>
:€
_ þx
_ hd ’_ hd þ rhd u_  2hÞ
€ cos u þ g sin u ¼ 0
uðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ  uð2r

ð17Þ

ð12Þ

ð13Þ
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From equation (17), one can get
8
>
< A1 ¼ P
A2 ¼ 2P
>
:
A3 ¼ P þ 1

ð18Þ

But the solution of pulse delay would be complex and
difﬁcult, especially when the damping ratio z is not zero. In
order to prevent the high frequency mode of the system
with high P value [9], let P = 1, and the parameters of the
NZV shaper can be obtained as
2
3
1
0
6
7
½ Ai ti  ¼4 2 2pð0:21 þ 0:22zÞ=v
5; i ¼ 1; 2; 3
2
2 2pð0:29 þ 0:09z þ 0:03z Þ=v

The running path of the grab ship unloader includes the
L-shaped path and the arc-shaped path [24]. When the grab
moves along the L-shaped path, the rope length does not
change, which means the natural frequency of the system is
ﬁxed and the damping ratio is zero. In this way, it is easy to
obtain the NZV shaper parameters and determine the
shaped acceleration of the trolley to control the swing angle
of the grab.
If the grab ship unloader operates along an arc path,
apparently, it can be seen from equation (24) that the
natural frequency and damping ratio will change with the
rope length. Here, two certain values in the frequency
change range and the damping ratio change range are
respectively taken as the equivalent frequency ve and the
equivalent damping ratio ze, namely

ð19Þ
The NZV shaper control method uses the acceleration
of the trolley as the input signal that is convoluted with the
shaper impulses to control the swinging of the grab. Take
€ ðtÞ, and the result after
the acceleration of the trolley be x
€ z ðtÞ, Then the convolution equation
the convolution be x
of the acceleration and the shaper pulse is as follows
Z
€ z ðtÞ ¼ x
€ ðtÞ  fðtÞ ¼ x
€ ðt  tÞfðtÞdt
x
ð20Þ
where, f(t) is a time-domain expression of shaper impulses.
Namely,
fðtÞ ¼

n
X
Ai dðt  ti Þ

ð21Þ

i¼1

Substituting equation (21) into equation (20), one
can get
€ z ðtÞ ¼ A1 x
€ ðtÞ þ A2 x
€ ðt  t2 Þ þ A3 x
€ ðt  t3 Þ
x

ð22Þ

Assuming that the grab’s swing angle is small, sin u ≈ u,
cos u ≈ 1. Then the second differential equation about the
swing angle u in equation (13) can be simpliﬁed as
_
_
_
€uþ 2rhd ’_ hd  rhd u þ 2h u_
l r ’ r uþhþDh
0

hd hd

hd

g
u
l0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ Dh
€
x
u_ ¼ 0
þ
l0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ Dh
þ

ð23Þ

Therefore, the natural frequency and the damping ratio
of the system can be obtained by
8
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃ
g
g
>
>
>
¼
v
¼
>
<
l0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ Dh
l
>
2rhd ’_ hd  rhd u_ þ 2h_
2l_ þ rhd u_
>
>
>
: z ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ¼ 2pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gl
2 gðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞ
ð24Þ

5

vmin  ve  vmax

ð25Þ

zmin  ze  zmax

ð26Þ

where, vmax, vmin, zmax, and zmin are maximal frequency,
minimal frequency, maximal damping ratio and minimal
damping ratio, respectively. The values of them are
determined by l and l_ in terms of equation (24).
The traditional NZV method usually uses the average
rope length to design the shaper for the variable rope length
crane system, but it does not achieve the best anti-sway
effect. In this paper, an improved NZV method using
equivalent frequency and equivalent damping ratio is
proposed according to the following steps.
– Preset a limit value of the residual swing angle ue, and
then calculate the maximum frequency, the minimum
frequency, the maximum damping ratio and the minimum damping ratio according to the variation range of
the rope length.
– The eight intervals of equal length are divided between
the minimum frequency and the maximum frequency,
and the median values of the eight intervals are v1, v2, …,
and v8, respectively. Similarly, the eight intervals of
equal length are divided between the minimum damping
ratio and the maximum damping ratio, and the median
values of the eight intervals are z1, z2, …, and z8,
respectively.
– Design NZV shaper according to frequency vi (i = 1, 2, …, 8)
and damping ratio zj (j = 1, 2, …, 8) and calculate the
residual swing angle uij using fourth order Runge-Kutta
method in terms of equation (13), respectively. Compare
uij (i,j = 1, 2, …, 8), and get the minimum value ukl, and
corresponding vk, zl.
– Compare all the residual swing angles uij (i,j = 1, 2, …, 8),
and select the minimal one ukl, and vk, zl.
– If ukl  ue, the equivalent frequency ve is equal to vk, and
the equivalent damping ratio ze is equal to zl.
– If ukl > ue, take the intervals of frequency vk and damping
ratio zl as the calculation intervals, and return to step 2.

4 Case study
Taking an 800 t/h (800 tons per hour) grab ship unloader as
an example, the numerical simulation analysis of the

6
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Table 1. Main parameters of a 800 t/h grab ship unloader.
Parameter

Value
2

Acceleration/Deceleration of lift (m/s )
Rated velocity of lift (m/s)
Acceleration/Deceleration of trolley (m/s2)
Rated velocity of trolley (m/s)
Grab’s Mass (t)
Maximal payload (t)
Trolley travel (m)
Rope length (m)

Full load

Empty load

0.67
2.0
0.72
2.16
8
12
9–23
7–46

0.67
2.0
0.72
2.16

Table 2. Optimal control parameters.
Work condition

Control parameters

Value

Full load

Equivalent
ve (rad/s)
Equivalent
Equivalent
v0 e (rad/s)
Equivalent

natural frequency

0.8738

damping ratio ze
natural frequency

−0.0914
0.8638

damping ratio z0 e

0.1140

Empty load

proposed method is carried out. The main parameters of
the grab ship unloader are listed in Table 1.
4.1 Swing control simulation based on improved NZV
shaper
€ and €u can be expressed by
According to equation (13), h
8
>
€
_ 2 k1
>
> h ¼ ðl0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ DhÞu  m ðh þ DhÞ
>
g
>
>
< b1
_
€ x
€ sin u þ g cos u

h þ rhd ’
mg
>
>
>
>
_ x
_ hd ’_ hd þ rhd u_  2hÞ
>
€ cos u  g sin u
uð2r
>
: €u ¼
l0  rhd ’hd  rhd u þ h þ Dh
ð27Þ
In terms of equation (27), the Matlab/simulink module
is used to construct the simulation model of the trolleygrab system. In the simulink model, the angular accelera€ are
tion of lifting drum €u hd and the trolley acceleration x
€
the two inputs of system, in which the trolley acceleration x
is calculated by Matlab Function based on the improved
NZV method. In addition, h, u are the outputs of system,
and l0, rhd, Dh, k1, mg, b1 are the adjustable parameters of
system.
A typical operation status of the unloader is taken in
the simulation, in which the trolley travel is 23 m, the
initial rope length is 30 m, the shortest rope length is 8 m,
and initial swing angle be 0 deg. The other parameters of

the model are either obtained from the component
manufacturers’ catalogues, or approximately estimated
with the rationality veriﬁed by the size and material of the
apparatus. Here, the damping coefﬁcient of the wire rope b1
is 220 N.s/m, the hoisting drum radius rhd is 0.168 m and
the wire rope diameter d is 24 mm, and the stiffness
coefﬁcient of the hoisting rope k1 is 602880 N/m. The
optimal control parameters are available according to the
improved NZV method as shown in Table 2.
The improved NZV shaper is compared with the ZV
and ZVD input shapers in which the control parameters are
also optimized by the method proposed in this paper, and
the command angular acceleration curves of the hoisting
drum and the command acceleration curves of the trolley
can be obtained under the different control methods as
shown in Figure 3, and the corresponding velocity curves
are as shown in Figure 4.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the time of a working cycle
with NZV control method is similar to the ZV method,
while the time of the working cycle with ZVD method is
longer. This implies that the NZV method could improve
the working efﬁciency of the ship unloader as it increases
the negative impulses. Using the above command curves,
one can obtain the grab swing angle curves as shown in
Figure 5 based on the elastic wire rope model, and the
maximum residual swing angles for the conditions of the
full load and empty load under different control methods
are shown in Table 3.
Figure 5 and Table 3 show that the NZV control scheme
can reduce the working cycle time of the ship unloader
about 11% compared to the ZVD control method when
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Table 3. Maximum residual swing angles for the conditions of the full load and empty load under different control
methods.
Control method

ZV
ZVD
NZV

Full load

Empty load

Maximum swing angle
(deg)

Time
(sec)

Maximum swing angle
(deg)

Time
(sec)

−0.7664
−0.1852
−0.2550

21.34
25.15
20.84

−0.5354
0.2659
−0.1143

49.16
51.13
46.73

Fig. 3. Command angular acceleration curves of the hoisting
drum and the command acceleration curves of the trolley under
the different control methods.

Fig. 5. Swing angle curves of the grab.

considering the elastic factor of the wire rope, the NZV
control scheme can not only satisfy the swing angle control
of the grab but also improve the working efﬁciency of the
ship unloader.
4.2 Inﬂuences of elasticity factors

Fig. 4. Command angular velocity curves of the hoisting drum
and the command velocity curves of the trolley under the different
control methods.

considering the elastic factor of the wire rope. Compared
with the ZV control method, the maximum residual swing
angle of grab with the NZV control method decreases by
67% when discharging at full load, and it decreases by 79%
when taking the cargos at empty load. Therefore, when

Comparing the traditional undamped system rigid rope
model with the elastic wire rope model built in this paper,
the oscillation curve of the grab along the hoisting rope
direction and the length variation curves of the wire rope
are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the oscillating
value of the grab in the direction of the hoisting rope is zero
when the rigid rope model is used, and the oscillating value
in the direction of the hoisting rope using the elastic rope
model has a high-frequency ﬂuctuation, where the
maximum ﬂuctuation amplitude is about 20 mm.
Figure 8 is a comparison of the swing angles of the grab
using improved NZV method. It can be seen that in the
rigid rope model, the maximum residual swing angle is
0.5043 deg (22.66 s) in the full-load process, and the
maximum residual swing angle is 0.1164 deg (46.89 s) in
the empty-load process. In the elastic rope model, the
maximum residual swing angle is 0.2550 deg (20.84 s) in
the full-load process, and the maximum residual swing
angle is 0.1143 deg (46.73 s) in the empty-load process.
Compared to the rigid rope model, the maximum residual
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Fig. 6. Oscillation curve of grab in the direction of hoisting rope.
Fig. 9. Maximum residual swing angle curves with the deviation
of the grab’s center of gravity along the rope direction.

4.3 Parameter sensitivity analysis of the maximum
residual swing angle

Fig. 7. Length variation curves of the wire rope.

Fig. 8. Grab’s swing angle curves in the case of a rigid wire rope
and an elastic wire rope.

swing angle of grab in elastic rope model decreases by about
49% at most. Therefore, the model that considers the
elastic factor can improve the swing angle control effect of
grab based on the proposed control strategy.

Since the simulation analysis model may include modeling
errors, it is necessary to analyze the sensitivity of the max
remaining swing angle to the changes of some major design
parameter. This section analyzes the sensitivity of
parameters based on the elastic wire rope model using
the improved NZV control method.
In practice, the center of grab’s gravity may change
when the grab loads and opens. Then, full load and empty
load path should differ from the center of gravity of the
grab, and it is often difﬁcult to obtain the accurate value of
damping coefﬁcient. Therefore, it is necessary to compare
the sensitivities of the maximum residual swing angle of the
grab to the deviation of the grab’s center of gravity along
the direction of hoisting rope that may be caused by
modeling errors by using the ZV, ZVD and NZV methods.
Take the shortest length of wire rope of 8m whose deviation
in the range of [–2 m, 2 m]. Then, under different control
schemes, the curves of the maximum residual swing angle
at full load and empty load with the deviation of the grab’s
center of gravity along the rope direction are shown in
Figure 9.
In Figure 9, the maximum residual swing angles all
increase with the increasing deviation of the grab’s center
of gravity under the different control method. The
maximum residual swing angles of grab of full load path
and empty load path reach 9.3119 deg and 4.7316 deg,
respectively, especially under the NZV method, when the
deviation of center of grab’s gravity is 2 m. Therefore,
the maximum residual swing angles of the grab under the
different control method are all sensitive to the deviation of
the center of gravity of the grab in the rope direction.
Compared to the ZVD method, it is more sensitive under
the NZV method. In the actual control system, the position
of the grab’s center of gravity should be as accurate as
possible.
The stiffness coefﬁcient of wire rope may also have large
deviations when modeling. The stiffness coefﬁcient of wire
rope mainly depends on its elasticity modulus, cross
sectional area and length of winding system. Since the
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Fig. 10. Curves of maximum residual swing angle varied with
the deviations of the wire rope diameter and the elastic modulus
during full load process.

Fig. 11. Curves of maximum residual swing angle varied with
the deviations of the wire rope diameter and the elastic modulus
during empty load process.

stiffness coefﬁcient is assumed to be a constant at a certain
length, here the elastic modulus value and the calculated
wire rope diameter value can be considered to have
deviations during modeling. Take the wire rope diameter of
24 mm whose deviation in the range of [–4 mm, 4 mm], and
the elastic modulus of the wire rope is 100 Gpa whose
deviation in the range of [–10 Gpa, 10 Gpa]. Then the
curves of grab’s maximum residual swing angle varied with
the deviations of the wire rope diameter and the elastic
modulus are shown in Figure 10 during full load process.
The empty load situation is shown in Figure 11.
From Figures 10 and 11, one can ﬁnd that the
maximum residual swing angle curve of the grab under
different elastic modulus is approximately a straight line
when the diameter of the wire rope is constant, and the
maximum residual swing angle curve under different wire
rope diameters is more obvious when the elastic modulus is
constant. Therefore, compared to the elastic modulus
deviation, the maximum residual swing angle is more
sensitive to the wire rope diameter deviation.

of the improved NZV input shaper are analyzed. Simulation results show that compared with the ZV and ZVD
control methods, the improved NZV control method can
reduce about 11% working cycle time of the grab ship
unloader when considering the elastic factor wire rope.
Meanwhile, the maximum residual swing angle of grab
decreases by 67% when discharging at full load, and
decreases by 79% when taking the cargos at empty load.
This means that the improved NZV control method can not
only improve the working efﬁciency of the grab ship
unloader, but also achieve the better control effect of swing
angle of the grab. Moreover, compared to the rigid rope
model, the model that considers the elastic factor can
improve the swing angle control effect of grab based on the
proposed control strategy, and the elastic factor should not
be ignored in the high precision control system. Furthermore, the maximum residual swing angle of grab is
sensitive to the gravity center deviation of the grab, which
indicates the position of the center of gravity of the grab
should be as accurate as possible in the actual control
system. In addition, compared to the elastic modulus
deviation, the maximum residual swing angle of the grab is
more sensitive to the wire rope diameter deviation. In the
future research, the swing control strategy of the grab
should consider the inﬂuence of the grab’s opening/closing
state. Meanwhile, the theoretical mathematical model
should also consider the size and shape of grab, 3D systems
with unpredictable loads such as wind forces and other
intrinsic unbalanced forces, and an actual 3D industrial
system or experiment should be considered to verify the
applicability of the proposed control strategy.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes an improved NZV input shaper with
the optimal control parameters of the variable rope length
to improve swing control precision and the efﬁciency of
bridge type grab ship unloader. Considering the elastic
factor of the wire rope, a dynamical model of the trolleygrab system of grab ship unloader is established. Then, the
numerical simulation model of the trolley-grab system is
built through the MATLAB/Simulink module. Based on
the numerical simulation model, the control effects,
inﬂuences of elasticity factor and parameter sensitivities
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Research and Development Program of China (Grant No.
2019YFB1600400).
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